


Transformative agreements push publishers out of their comfort zone

Both sides can benefit, but… at some point you may want more than they are 
willing to give

Your bargaining power depends first and foremost on your willingness to walk away
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As libraries, usually we focus on immediate service priority: quick easy access to 
as much scholarly content as possible

Canceling a big deal hurts our patrons 

It serves the longer term objective: quick, easy access to *all* scholarly 
content…and perhaps also at lower total cost

Aggressive, transformative negotiations are raising priority on long-term gain –
want to minimize short-term cost to patrons
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Patrons are used to home base plus 1-click simplicity – don’t provide them with 
long, complicated lists of alternatives

There may be at least 20 different significant open access archives, plus nearly 
every major institution: PubMedCentral, arXiv, BioarXiv, etc.

We boiled it down to 3 key options:
• Find open access copy (2 ways)
• Ask the author
• Ask the library
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Used only by small subset of our patrons, since direct access to Big Deal 
publications has been ubiquitous

We have programmed our link resolver to present different information for 
unavailable Elsevier articles, emphasizing ILL request form

Communicate about turnaround time to reassure
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Be prepared for direct purchase of articles (“document delivery”) for speedy 
service when requests are urgent

Savings on canceled contract can be used for this purpose

Also consider subscribing to accelerated ILL services if available, like RapidILL
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Employ usage data from own and other institutions to estimate demands for 
library-assisted article access

- If you have perpetual access rights to historical articles, focus just on demand 
in a year for its current year, to estimate year 1 impact

- NB library demand: several institutions reporting that demand to Library is 
only about 5-10% of COUNTER usage

- Overcounting by COUNTER, and people finding copies elsewhere

- Also measure and assess: turnaround time on library assistance requests

In our consortium of 10 campuses, we are piloting a few different strategies to 
test responsiveness and cost
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We created our alt access web page and published it well before end of contract 
to reassure faculty

We always discussed alternative access during outreach (town hall meetings, 
email communications, media stories)

We planned and coordinated communications to continually remind patrons that 
it was a faculty / library / administration coalition leading these actions
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